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ther cleanup of viscous crude-oil
spills with Ti3C2TX MXene wrapped sponge†

Cheng Gong,‡a Junchao Lao, ‡*b Bingyv Wang,b Xiaoyan Li,b Guojie Li,bc Jun Gao,d

Yizao Wan,e Xiaohong Sun, a Ruisong Guo*a and Jiayan Luo *b

Remediation of crude-oil spills is a global challenge. Conventional sorbents are inefficient for complete

remediation due to the high viscosity of crude oil. However, heating crude oil can dramatically reduce

viscosity, allowing efficient remediation. In this study, we demonstrate that polyurethane sponge

wrapped with Ti3C2TX MXene (Ti3C2TX@PU) realizes fast and complete remediation of crude oil with the

help of Joule heating or photothermal effects. Due to excellent photothermal properties and metal-like

conductivity of Ti3C2TX, Ti3C2TX@PU can quickly adapt to the various conditions in practical applications

with the synergistic effect of solar heating and Joule heating. The excellent heating capacity enables

Ti3C2TX@PU to absorb more than 40 times its own weight of crude oil in 20 min. This all-weather

sorbent design provides a promising solution for the cleanup of viscous crude-oil spills.
1. Introduction

Oil spills from offshore oil exploration and production, natural
seeps, tanker accidents and industrial discharge, not only
threaten local living beings, but also destroy marine ecosys-
tems.1–3 To remediate oil-spills, various technologies have been
used, such as dispersants, skimmers, hardening agents, in situ
burning and vacuums.4–9 Unfortunately, they either have side
effects on marine life or fail to clean up oil spills promptly. In
addition, dissipation, using hardening agents, or burning the
oil at the spill site causes secondary contamination. Skimming
and vacuuming rarely clean up the oil thoroughly, as their
efficiency may be severely affected by spill sites and weather
conditions.

Recently, porous absorbent materials with both hydrophobic
and lipophilic characteristics were proposed to remediate oil
spills. These aerogels,10–13 sponges,14–18 foam19,20 and
membranes21–26 have excellent oil/water selectivity, high
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sorption capacities and good recyclability. But adsorbing heavy
crude oil, which is highly viscous at room temperature (more
than 104 mPa s at 20 �C), was not demonstrated in these studies.
The high viscosity of crude oil renders the adsorption extremely
slow. Therefore, an effective approach to improve crude oil
remediation is to lower its viscosity, which can be realized by
increasing the temperature. Very recently, Joule-heating sponge
and solar-heating absorbent materials that can heat the crude
oil in the site have been utilized for the high-speed sorption of
viscous crude oil.27–30 Both Joule-heating and solar-heating have
their own advantages. Joule-heating sponge can reach a stable
temperature without being affected by the weather and the heat
energy which has been transferred to crude oil can be saved for
oil recovery, while photothermal materials can save operation
costs.

Herein, we report a fast and all-weather MXene wrapped
sponge absorbent, which can combine the advantages of in situ
solar-heating and Joule-heating and enable fast clean-up of
viscous crude-oil spills in the changeable marine environment.
MXenes are one member of a family of two-dimensional (2D)
transition-metal carbides or nitrides with the formula of Mn+1-
XnTX, where M represents an early transitionmetal, X represents
carbon or nitrogen, n ¼ 1, 2, or 3, T represents surface groups
(–O, –OH, and/or –F), and X represents the number of the
groups.31 Ti3C2TX, one typical member of MXenes, has
outstanding metal-like conductivity of approximately 106 S m�1

and high internal light-to-heat conversion efficiency (nearly
100%).32–37 Commercial polyurethane (PU) sponge is chosen as
the porous substrate because of its low cost, good exibility, low
density, high porosity and good thermal stability. Therefore,
Ti3C2TX@PU with solar-heating and Joule-heating capabilities
could signicantly reduce the viscosity of heavy crude oil and
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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absorb the oil at a high speed at all times of the day or night
(Fig. 1). It could capture 43 times its own weight of crude oil
with more than 80% of oil recovery capability under the optimal
conditions.
Fig. 2 Fabrication of Ti3C2TX@PU and the characterization of the
morphology. (a) Schematic illustration of the fabrication process of
Ti3C2TX@PU. (b) SEM image and corresponding C, F, and Ti elemental
mapping images show the uniform Ti3C2TX coating on PU. (c) Surface
hydrophobic and lipophilic characterization of Ti3C2TX@PU.
2. Results and discussion
2.1 Characterization of the Ti3C2TX@PU sponge absorbent

To prepare the Ti3C2TX@PU sponge absorbent, Ti3C2TX was rst
exfoliated to monolayer sheets, as revealed by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) (Fig. S1†). The Ti3C2TX sheets were
coated on PU sponge by a multiple impregnation method
(Fig. 2a and S2†).

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images show that the
porous structure of PU still exists aer coating treatment
(Fig. S3†) and wrinkles are observed on Ti3C2TX@PU. The
elemental maps of carbon, uorine and titanium indicate the
uniform wrapping of Ti3C2TX on the PU surface (Fig. 2b). The X-
ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of Ti3C2TX@PU shows a peak at
5.7�, which demonstrates that Ti3C2TX has been successfully
coated on the surface of the sponge bres (Fig. S4†).

According to the FTIR spectrum shown in Fig. S5,† aer
loading Ti3C2TX on the sponge, the peak corresponding to the
C–O bond undergoes a blue shi, which suggests the chemical
adhesion of the MXene to PU sponge. In addition, the X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra of Ti3C2TX nano-
sheets and Ti3C2TX@PU have been measured (Fig. S6†). As
shown in the high-resolution Ti 2p of Ti3C2TX nanosheets
(Fig. S6b†) and Ti3C2TX@PU (Fig. S6d†), aer Ti3C2TX coating,
the Ti–O–C– bond appears on the surface of Ti3C2TX@PU, which
further proves that Ti3C2TX and sponge are combined through
chemical bonds.38

As an oil absorbent, both hydrophobicity and lipophilicity
are indispensable for water/oil separation. The pristine PU
sponge is amphiphobic (Fig. S7†). However, the Ti3C2TX coating
endows the PU sponge with lipophilic properties and the Ti3-
C2TX@PU sponge still remains hydrophobic at the same time.
As shown in Fig. 2c, Ti3C2TX@PU exhibits contact angles of 122
Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of all-weather Ti3C2TX@PU used for
viscous oil cleanup. Ti3C2TX@PU can heat the crude oil to reduce the
viscosity of the oil by coupling solar heat with Joule heat to achieve all-
weather operation.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
� 3� for water and 0� for vegetable oil. Hence, Ti3C2TX@PU has
an essential ability for oil/water separation via the coating
treatment. Ti3C2TX@PU could absorb 20–42 times its own
weight in a range of organic liquids due to its inherent low
density and high porosity (Fig. S8†).
2.2 Temperature dependent crude oil absorption

The rate of capillary force induced absorption is highly depen-
dent on the viscosity of the crude oil, which can be explained
theoretically by using eqn (1)39

KS ¼
�
d1

ffiffiffi
g

m

r �" ffiffiffiffiffi
3*

l

r ffiffiffiffi
r0

p
#" ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

cos q

2

r #
(1)

where Ks is the liquid sorption coefficient, d1, g and m are the
density, surface tension and viscosity of the oil, respectively, 3*
is the effective sorption porosity of the sorbent, l is the average
tortuosity factor of the capillaries (l > 1), r0 is the average pore
radius and q is the contact angle of the interface between the oil
and the pore wall of the sorbent. As shown in eqn (1), the
absorption rate will decrease as the viscosity increases. As ex-
pected, due to its extremely high viscosity (16 740 mPa s) at
room temperature, the heavy crude oil droplet (�200 mL) on the
top surface of Ti3C2TX@PU maintained its original spherical
shaped surface for over 2 days at 20 �C (Fig. S9†). When the
temperature of the crude oil increases, the viscosity will
decrease. Indeed, we recorded the change of oil viscosity as
a function of oil temperature from 20 to 120 �C (Fig. 3a), and
observed that the viscosity decreases over two orders of
magnitude. The reduction of viscosity leads to the increase of
the liquid sorption coefficient Ks, which increases the speed of
absorption signicantly. When Ti3C2TX@PU was preheated to
80 �C, the heavy crude oil droplet (�200 mL) on its top surface
was also heated and completely absorbed into the sponge
within 160 s (Fig. 3b). The maximum absorption capacity of
Ti3C2TX@PU at various temperatures was examined. Ti3C2-
TX@PU was placed on the crude oil which had been preheated
to different temperatures using a hot plate and then the
absorption process proceeded. As the temperature increased
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 20162–20167 | 20163
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Fig. 3 Oil absorption behavior of Ti3C2TX@PU. (a) The change of oil
viscosity as a function of oil temperature. (b) Top-view and side-view
images showing the oil absorption behavior of one oil droplet (�200
mL) on the surface of Ti3C2TX@PU at 80 �C. (c) Crude oil absorption
ability of Ti3C2TX@PU at different temperatures.

Fig. 4 Solar-assisted oil absorption by Ti3C2TX@PU. (a and b) Infrared
(IR) images of the top and bottom surfaces showing the solar-heating
performance of Ti3C2TX@PU under 1 sun solar irradiation (100 mW
cm�2). (c) Corresponding surface temperatures with the different solar
powers. (d) Photographs showing the absorption of the crude oil on
water with the aid of solar irradiation. (e) SEM images showing the
microstructure of Ti3C2TX@PU after oil absorption. (f) The mass of
heavy oil absorption and the oil recovery percentage of Ti3C2TX@PU (2
� 2 � 1 cm3, 81.1 mg).
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from 40 �C to 60 �C, the absorption ability of Ti3C2TX@PU rose
from 43 g g�1 to 47 g g�1 (Fig. 3c). This is because the high
viscosity of the crude oil at a low temperature inhibits the
absorption of the oil. When the temperature rises further, the
absorption ability of Ti3C2TX@PU becomes constant at
a maximum of 48 g g�1, which means Ti3C2TX@PU has reached
its maximum crude oil absorption capacity and higher
temperature only accelerates the absorption rate.
2.3 Solar-heating assisted crude oil absorption

The solar assisted crude oil absorption by Ti3C2TX@PU is rst
studied. It has been reported that Ti3C2TX shows broadband
light absorption and has high light-to-heat conversion efficiency
which was measured to be nearly 100%.36 Absorption spec-
troscopy between 200 and 2500 nm shows that Ti3C2TX@PU
exhibits high absorption in the near-infrared range and the
average solar absorption is 84.6% (Fig. S10†).36,40 The photo-
thermal effect is advantageous for reducing the viscosity of
crude oil. A piece of Ti3C2TX@PU with length � width � height
of 2 � 2 � 1 cm3 was exposed to solar irradiation of 1 sun (100
mW cm�2). The temperature of the illuminated surface rises to
75 �C within 2 min and that of the bottom surface which is in
contact with oil or water in the subsequent tests could reach
55 �C (Fig. 4a and b). To further demonstrate the photothermal
performance, the temperatures of Ti3C2TX@PU were measured
under different light intensities. The average temperature of the
bottom surface increased from 45.7 �C to 66.1 �C as the light
intensities rose from 60 mW cm�2 to 160 mW cm�2 (Fig. 4c).
According to the change of oil viscosity as a function of oil
temperature we have found that (Fig. 3a), when the crude oil is
placed at 27 �C (Fig. S11c and d†), the viscosity of crude oil is
8460 mPa s. Under 1 sun irradiation (100 mW cm�2) for 10 min,
the crude oil can reach the highest temperature. The average
temperature of the top surface is approximately 45 �C. The
temperature of the bottom surface of the crude oil with
a thickness of 9 mm is 37 �C. The viscosity of crude oil is >3000
20164 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 20162–20167
mPa s. The oil viscosity changes on its own with solar heating
(without MXene) to <5460 mPa s. During an outdoor test, the
solar irradiation changes constantly. The temperature response
of Ti3C2TX@PU to natural sunlight was recorded at different
times of the day. The temperature of the bottom surface of the
specimen is over 50 �C from 10:00 a.m. to 14:00 p.m. on August
28, 2019, in Tianjin (Fig. S12†). The results illustrate that Ti3-
C2TX@PU could maintain remarkable photothermal perfor-
mance in practical situations.

To demonstrate the excellent selectivity for oil absorption
through photothermal effects in a site, a lab experiment was set
up to simulate the practical application situation. Firstly, heavy
crude oil was distributed on the water surface to make a pie-
shaped oil lm. A piece of Ti3C2TX@PU was then placed on
the oil lm, which would oat on the top because of the light
weight of Ti3C2TX@PU and the high viscosity of the crude oil.
When the solar simulator was switched off, the shape of the
crude oil lm barely changed for a long time due to the high
viscosity of the crude oil. Once irradiation begins, the area of
crude oil continuously shrank, revealing that Ti3C2TX@PU was
absorbing the oil continuously (Fig. 4d). Aer 20 min, Ti3C2-
TX@PU was lied. There was almost no oil le on the water.
SEM images obviously indicate that the inside pores of Ti3C2-
TX@PU are lled with oil, which directly demonstrates the
feasibility of this approach (Fig. 4e).

In addition, the recoverability of the absorbed crude oil and
the cycle life of the sorbent are also critical for practical appli-
cations. In this work, Ti3C2TX@PU was rst placed on the oil
under 1 sun irradiation for 20 min to let the sponge fully absorb
the crude oil. Aer that the oil was squeezed out of Ti3C2TX@PU
by manual pressure. The same sponge was then reused for the
subsequent tests. In the rst cycle, Ti3C2TX@PU absorbs 43
times its own weight (81.1 mg) of crude oil andmaintains a high
recovery rate (over 80%) during the rst 5 cycles of oil absorp-
tion and recovery (Fig. 4f).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Fig. 6 Solar-heating and Joule-heating coupling properties of Ti3-
C2TX@PU. (a) Schematic illustration of the setup to measure the
surface temperature of Ti3C2TX@PU with different applied voltages
and solar irradiance. (b) The surface-temperature changes of Ti3C2-
TX@PU applied with 10 V, different light intensities (red spheres) and 1
sun solar irradiation, and different voltages (blue squares). (c) IR images
corresponding to (b). The left images correspond to the red spheres
and the right one corresponds to the blue squares.
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2.4 Joule-heating assisted crude oil absorption

Since Ti3C2TX@PU is electrically conductive, Joule-heating can
be applied to assist the crude oil absorption process without
irradiation. Two pairs of graphite rods were secured to the ends
of the Ti3C2TX@PU sponge with copper wires (Fig. 5a). A 5 V
stepwise increased voltage was applied on Ti3C2TX@PU. The
surface temperature increases as the voltage increased accord-
ing to Joule's law (Fig. 5b). At 15 V, the temperature could reach
100 �C. The heating rate is within dozens of seconds. When the
voltage rose to 20 V, the maximum surface temperature reached
more than 125 �C and the resistance of Ti3C2TX@PU began to
increase signicantly which indicates that the voltage at this
point has already exceeded the threshold voltage of the Ti3C2-
TX@PU sample with the size of 3 � 3 � 1 cm3 (Fig. S13†).
Therefore, Ti3C2TX@PU can work below the maximum surface
temperature of 120 �C. With Joule heating assistance, the crude
oil was absorbed into Ti3C2TX@PU with a maximum surface
temperature of 100 �C within a few minutes (Fig. 5c). In
contrast, when unpowered Ti3C2TX@PU was brought into
contact with the crude oil, the oil just adhered to the contact
surface of the sponge rather than being absorbed. As the sponge
was lied, the oil attached to the surface dripped off swily
(Fig. S14†).
2.5 Coupling solar- and Joule-heating assisted crude oil
adsorption

The simultaneous solar-heating and Joule-heating features of
Ti3C2TX@PU sponge make it tolerant to weather change and
harsh marine conditions in a real scenario. Accordingly, the
excellent solar-heating and Joule-heating coupling effect of
Ti3C2TX@PU can make it adapt to all-weather conditions in
practical use. With an indoor simulative setup, we xed the
voltage across Ti3C2TX@PU at 10 V and then increased the light
intensity gradually to measure the average surface temperature
(Fig. 6a).

As shown in Fig. 6b (red spheres), when the light intensity
was set at 0.6 sun, the temperature of Ti3C2TX@PU exceeded
Fig. 5 The oil absorption by Joule-heating of Ti3C2TX@PU. (a) Sche-
matic illustration of the setup to measure the surface temperature of
Ti3C2TX@PU with different applied voltages. (b) The resistance and
surface-temperature changes of Ti3C2TX@PU (3 � 3 � 1 cm3) with
different applied voltages. Before increasing the voltage, the former
voltage was turned off to bring the sponge to room temperature. (c)
Photographs showing the absorbent process with the aid of Joule
heating.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
80 �C which was much higher than that induced by individual
solar heating (0.6 sun, 61 �C) or individual Joule heating (10 V,
53 �C). When the light intensity increased to 1.6 sun, the
average surface temperature of Ti3C2TX@PU increased to
106 �C. Furthermore, when the exposed simulated solar irra-
diation of Ti3C2TX@PU was set to 1 sun, the temperature of
Ti3C2TX@PU rose from 72 �C to 116 �C as the bias voltage
increased from 0 V to 15 V (blue squares in Fig. 6b). The IR
images correspond well to the aforementioned results (Fig. 6c).
The results indicate that the temperature of Ti3C2TX@PU can be
stabilized at a higher value by coupling solar-heating and Joule-
heating.
3. Conclusions

In conclusion, we demonstrate an all-weather sorbent to realize
the cleanup of highly viscous crude oil spills in an efficiency
manner. The high photothermal conversion efficiency and the
high conductivity of Ti3C2TX endow the sponge absorbent with
solar-heating and Joule-heating features and make it adapt to
all-weather conditions in practical use. With 100 mW cm�2

solar irradiation, the temperature of the irradiated surface was
75 �C and the bottom surface could reach 55 �C. In the case of
Joule heating, Ti3C2TX@PU can work stably at 120 �C. This study
illustrates that Ti3C2TX@PU can achieve an appropriate
temperature (nearly 120 �C) by means of the synergistic effect of
solar heating and Joule heating. The viscosity of the crude oil
signicantly decreased to <1000 mPa s once heated, which
greatly improves the efficiency of passive capillary absorption so
that Ti3C2TX@PU can capture more than 40 times its own
weight of crude oil in 20 min. Remarkably, the oil absorbency of
Ti3C2TX@PU is comparable with that of other materials in many
studies, as shown in Table S1.†27–29 Moreover, the excellent
coupling ability enables it to respond quickly and efficiently to
oil spills under complex and volatile marine conditions. The all-
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 20162–20167 | 20165
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weather sorbent is expected to provide to a feasible solution for
highly efficient cleanup of viscous crude oil spills.
4. Experimental section
4.1 Preparation of the Ti3C2TX suspension

Firstly, 0.5 g LiF and 1.3 g Ti3AlC2 (200 mesh, Materials
Research Centre, Ukraine) were slowly added into 20 mL HCl
solution. The mixture was kept at 37 �C for 24 h under vigorous
stirring. Aer that, it was centrifugally separated at 4000 rpm.
The solid residue was washed with deionized (DI) water and
centrifuged again under the same conditions. This process was
repeated several times until the pH value of the liquid was above
5. Finally, the washed residue was added into 120 mL of DI
water, followed by ultrasonic treatment for 15 min, and
centrifugal separation at 4000 rpm for 15 min. The supernatant
was collected as the nal suspension of Ti3C2TX.
4.2 Ti3C2TX coating on PU sponge

Ti3C2TX@PU was obtained by a dip-coating method. Commer-
cially available PU sponge was used as a substrate. The original
PU sponge was rst cleaned with deionized (DI) water and
ethanol successively assisted by ultrasonication. It was dried in
an oven at 80 �C for 1 h. Subsequently, the cleaned sponge was
dipped into the Ti3C2TX aqueous dispersion for 5 min, followed
by drying at 80 �C for 20 min. The dipping and drying cycles
were repeated four times to obtain a high loading of Ti3C2TX
(loading ratio: 8.4 � 0.2 wt%).
4.3 Characterization

The SEM images of the morphology and structure of original PU
and Ti3C2TX@PU were obtained with a Hitachi S-4800. The TEM
image of Ti3C2TX nanosheets was characterized by eld emis-
sion transmission electron microscopy (JEM-2100F). The
contact angles of water and vegetable oil on Ti3C2TX@PU were
measured at room temperature using a contact angle system
SDC-200. The viscosity of the crude oil was determined with
a Physica MCR 301 rheometer. The temperature and thermal
images of Ti3C2TX@PU were obtained using a FLIR ONE
infrared camera. Simulated solar radiation was created using
a SAN-EI ELECTRIC XES-40S1 (wave length in the range of the
standard solar spectrum AM 1.5G). The resistance of Ti3C2-
TX@PU was tested using a digital galvanometer (Keithley 2400).
XPS was conducted using a Physical Electronics PHI5802
instrument using a magnesium anode (mono-chromatic Ka X-
ray at 253.6 eV) as the source. The binding energy in the XPS
spectra was calibrated with carbon signals (C1s at 284.6 eV).
XRD spectra were collected using a D8 Advanced with Cu Ka
radiation.
4.4 Oil collection experiment setup

4.4.1 Absorption ability measured. In order to measure the
absorption ability of Ti3C2TX@PU at different temperatures, the
crude oil was rst heated to a specied temperature in an oil
bath. Then a piece of Ti3C2TX@PU (1 � 1 � 1 cm3) was placed
20166 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 20162–20167
on the surface of the crude oil. Ti3C2TX@PU was weighed aer
5 min when it was fully lled with crude oil.

4.4.2 Solar-heating assisted oil absorption. Firstly, heavy
crude oil was distributed on the water surface to make an oil
lm. Aer that, a piece of Ti3C2TX@PU (2 � 2 � 1 cm3) was
placed on the oil lm. Then the solar simulator was turned on
and the light intensity was adjusted to 1 sun for solar assisted
oil absorption.

4.4.3 Solar-heating assisted oil absorption cycle life
measured. At rst, Ti3C2TX@PU (2� 2 � 1 cm3) is placed on the
oil. Aerwards it is irradiated under 1 sun for 20 min to let the
sponge fully absorb the crude oil. Aer that the oil is squeezed
out. Then the above steps are repeated and the mass change of
the sponge before and aer oil absorption is measured to
represent the cycle life of Ti3C2TX@PU.

4.4.4 Joule-heating assisted oil absorption. To demonstrate
Joule-heating assisted oil absorption, the crude oil is placed on
the surface of water, rstly. Then a piece of Ti3C2TX@PU (4 � 3
� 1 cm3) with both ends compressed with graphited rods and
connected with copper wires is powered. When the surface
temperature of the sponge reaches 100 �C, it comes into contact
with crude oil and absorbs the crude oil by Joule heating.
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